Sign: To authenticate a message m, A first samples a random value N, and computes y := H(mllN). Then the signer A generates the signature x for
y as x := CHF.Coll(sk ,r' ,M,y) = M* sk + r' - y* sk . Then, A can send m together with the signature x to the verifier. After this, A updates the dummy
randomness to the next one as r' := UHF(k,r').
Verify: Upon receiving (m,N,x) from the signer A, the verifier B verifies it by checking that whether the resultant hash value t=CHF(H(mllN),x) is in the
Bloom filter, i.e., BF.check(t).
Verification Key Replenishment. The signer can outsource the re-initialization of the new Bloom filter instance BF' to a trusted server (which is not
the verifier). Then, the outsourcing server who knows the dummy randomness/message pair (r', (sk ) )$ and the key k of the universal hash function
can compute those chameleon hash values for the signer without any interaction. The signer does not need to get involved in the verification key
update, and it can keep using its signing key to sign future messages continuously. The outsourcing server (the key generation center) only needs to
periodically publish a new BF' together with the server's signature to a public bulletin, which can be downloaded by the public. Nothing needs to be
changed on the signer side. The system of server-aided replenishment (SAR) is depicted in Fig.2.
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Fig. 2. Overview of Server-aided Replenishment (SAR)

LiS has the following features and advantages.
1. LiS1 is strong existential unforgeable against non-adaptive chosen message attacks in the standard security model. LiS2 is strong
existential unforgeable against adaptive chosen message attacks under the random oracle model. Both our DS schemes are proved
without non-standard forking lemma comparing to prior Schnorr like online/offline digital signature schemes.
2. Our DS schemes enable the outsourceable verification key replenishment, in such a way that the verification key can never run out.
Our replenishment has no impact on signer over prior work.
3. Due to the optimized instantiation of CHF, Our DS schemes can achieve multiple-times performance improvement over prior work.

Potential Applications
LiS1 and LiS2 can be widely used in cyber-physical systems. It enables resource-constrained signers to (continuously) authenticate
messages. Below are a few examples of potential applications.
•
•
•
•

Satellite Navigation Systems
V2X Systems
Maritime Systems
Smart Grid

Benefits
The mentioned techniques provide efficient signature mechanism that can support the fast and continuous message authentication
in CPS, while being easy to compute on the resource-constrained devices. Specifically, our signature schemes have a fast signing
procedure and an optimal storage requirement on the signer side. The optimized signing algorithms are very efficient. Namely, our first
scheme requires only three additions and two multiplications, and only one additional hash is needed in the second scheme to resist
adaptive chosen message attacks. In addition, the size of the signing key in our schemes is a small constant-size bit string, which well
fits CPS applications.
Please contact Prof. Zhou Jianying !SUTO) for further discussions on this technology.
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